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ABSTRACT

Speaker recognition aims to recognize the identity of the speaking
person. After decades of research, current speaker recognition sys-
tems have achieved rather satisfactory performance, and have been
deployed in a wide range of practical applications. However, a mas-
sive amount of evidence shows that these systems are susceptible
to malicious fake actions in real applications. To address this issue,
the research community has been responding with dedicated coun-
termeasures which aim to defend against fake actions. Recently,
there are several reviews and surveys reported in the literature
that describe the current state-of-the-art research advancements.
Even so, these reviews and surveys are generally based on a canon-
ical taxonomy to categorize spoofing attacks and corresponding
countermeasures from the technology-oriented perspective. This
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paper provides a new taxonomy from the application-oriented per-
spective and extends to two major fake forms: spoofing attack and
disguise cheating. This taxonomy starts from the applications of
speaker recognition technology, e.g., access control, surveillance
and forensic, and then rezones two fake forms according to different
application scenarios: one is spoofing attack that imitates the voice
of an authorized speaker to get access to the target system; the
other one is disguise cheating that makes someone unrecognizable
by altering his/her voice. Furthermore, for each fake form, more
delicate categories and related countermeasures are presented. Fi-
nally, this paper discusses future research directions in this area
and suggests that the research community should not only focus
on the technical view but also connect with application scenarios.

Keywords: Speaker recognition, spoofing, disguise, countermeasures,
application.

1 Introduction

Biometrics is a measurable physiological or behavioral characteristic that
can be used for automated recognition. When biometrics is used to narrate
a process, i.e., biometric recognition, it refers to an automated technique
of recognizing an individual based on its characteristics [5, 6, 32]. Since
biometrics represents the inherent characteristics of a person and also has the
attributes of distinctness, uniqueness, stability and non-reproducibility, one
can “authenticate self by self ” in anytime and anywhere. Compared to the
conventional authentication approaches (such as password, IC card, and USB
key), the emergence of biometric recognition technology provides enhanced
security and more convenience [139] and achieves a wide range of applications,
such as fingerprint recognition in immigration control, face recognition in
smartphone login, speaker recognition in remote banking.

Generally, biometrics can be categorized into two main types: physiological
biometrics and behavioral biometrics [88]. The former refers to the static
and distinct characteristics that are related to an individual physical body
shape like face, eye (iris and retina), fingerprint, palm and so on. The latter
refers to the dynamic and unique characteristics that are related to individual
behavioral patterns like keystroke, signature, motion, gait and so on.

Besides the two types, voiceprint biometrics is regarded as a coalition of
physiological and behavioral characteristics [33, 139]. From the physiological
view, voice contains speaker-distinct characteristic according to the differences
of the shapes and sizes of the speech production organs (e.g., vocal tract,
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larynxes, lungs, nasal cavity, and others) among different speakers. From the
behavioral view, each speaker owns his/her unique speaking manner, such as
the use of a particular accent, rhythm, intonation style, pronunciation pattern,
choice of vocabulary and so on [43]. Voiceprint recognition, commonly known
as speaker recognition, is a biometric modality that uses both physiological
and behavioral characteristics to recognize the identity of the speaking person.
Furthermore, due to its advantages of easy use, non-intrusive, non-touching
and low privacy leakage, speaker recognition has been regarded as a new
generation biometric technique. With theses advantages, speaker recognition
has found broad deployment in real-life applications, such as access control,
surveillance and forensic [27, 65].

Despite the benefits brought by speaker recognition technology, it is vul-
nerable to fake actions in practice. A canonical definition of fake action refers
to an adversary (attacker) who counterfeits as the target speaker to get access
to a system, also denoted as spoofing attack [21, 22, 38, 62, 100]. Depending
upon how spoofing attacks are presented to speaker recognition systems, there
are two attack types: direct (also known as Physical Access (PA)) attacks and
indirect (also known as Logical Access (LA)) attacks [70, 127]. The PA attacks
occur at the system sensor (i.e., microphone and transmission level) while LA
attacks involve by passing the sensor (i.e., system level). Another view to
categorize spoofing attacks is based on the attacker variations which consist
of four types: Speaker Imitation, Replay Attack (RA), Speech Synthesis (SS)
and Voice Conversion (VC). Besides, Adversarial Attack (AA) has emerged to
be a new attacker and attracted much research effort [34, 59, 126, 136].

Due to the facile of obtaining speech data via a mass of speech media sources
by replay attack and the advance of speech synthesis and voice conversion
technologies, countermeasures against spoofing attacks are necessary to ensure
the security of systems. In recent years, several efforts have been fostered to
the development of spoofing countermeasures or Presentation Attack Detection
(PAD) solutions for speaker recognition. Perhaps, the most successful effort is
the ASVspoof challenge series. There are a total of four ASVspoof challenges
up-to-date, including ASVspoof 2015 [124], ASVspoof 2017 [44], ASVspoof
2019 [127], and ASVspoof 2021 [128]. The aim of ASVspoof challenge series is
to promote the development of spoofing and countermeasures for automatic
speaker verification (ASV), a major branch of speaker recognition. This
challenge series provides a level playing field to facilitate the comparison
of different spoofing countermeasures on standard datasets, protocols and
metrics. Thanks to this challenge series, lots of novel countermeasures have
been fostered against different spoofing attacks.

Recently, there are several reviews conducted on the developments of
spoofing and countermeasures in speaker recognition, particularly in the ASV
domain. [3, 11, 123] presented an overview of spoofing and countermeasures
in ASV systems. [38, 104, 128] successively provided a review of techniques
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from the ASVspoof challenge perspective that includes protocols, databases
and future directions. [91, 100] focused on the overview of PAD, and [79, 94]
focused only on the review of replay attacks.

In short, there have been a large number of technical reviews covering
this field. Most of them were from the technology-oriented perspective and
were more suitable for practitioners who specialize in the speaker recognition
community. Unlike these reviews, this paper presents a new taxonomy on
fake actions from the application-oriented perspective. It starts from the
applications of speaker recognition technology and then presents the basic
concept of each kind of fake technique and its representative countermeasures.
This application-oriented taxonomy will be easier for readers to understand the
topic of fake actions in real application scenarios. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work towards this taxonomy. The main contribution of this
paper is three-fold:

– This paper concentrates on different fake actions in speaker recognition
from different application scenarios, including access control, surveillance
and forensic. There are two major fake forms: spoofing attack and
disguise cheating.

– According to the production mode and evaluation subject, fake techniques
in each form are further classified into different types. Representative
countermeasures against each kind of fake technique are finally presented.

– This paper focuses more on macroscopic categories from the applica-
tion perspective rather than in-depth understandings from the technical
perspective. The readers of this paper could be experts/technologists
specialized in this field or preliminary students/engineers who are inter-
ested.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents our proposed taxon-
omy on spoofing attack and disguise cheating in speaker recognition from the
application-oriented perspective. Sections 3 and 4 briefly review the counter-
measures against spoofing attack and disguise cheating, respectively. Section 5
discusses the future research direction in this area and Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2 Our Taxonomy

In this section, we will present our taxonomy on spoofing attack and disguise
cheating in speaker recognition according to real application scenarios. Firstly,
this taxonomy starts from three widely deployed applications of speaker recog-
nition technology, i.e., access control, surveillance and forensic. Secondly, we
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Figure 1: Our taxonomy on spoofing attack and disguise cheating in speaker recognition
applications. →◦ illustrates the objective of spoofing attack which aims to get close to the
target speaker; ◦→ illustrates the objective of disguise cheating which aims to keep far away
from the target speaker. IMP: Impersonation; RA: Replay Attack; SS: Speech Synthesis;
VC: Voice Conversion; AA: Adversarial Attack; AVD: Artificial Voice Disguise; DVD: Digital
Voice Disguise.

rezone two forms of fake actions according to different application scenarios:
spoofing attack and disguise cheating. Finally, according to the production
mode (via human or machine) and evaluation subject (by auditory perception
or automatic detector), fake actions in each form are further classified into
different technical types. Figure 1 illustrates our taxonomy on fake actions of
speaker recognition in applications.

2.1 Speaker Recognition and Its Applications

Speaker recognition has been employed in broad application areas, such as
access control, surveillance and forensic due to its high accuracy rate, natural
interaction, non-touching, low privacy leakage and low-cost devices. In this
subsection, we briefly present the three most common applications of speaker
recognition.

– Access control: it is one of the most popular biometric applications as it
allows the users to identify an authorized individual based on his/her
voice. It has broad deployment in security and financial services.

– Surveillance: it is mainly important for security agencies to collect
important information, such as electronic eavesdropping on telephone
and radio conversations. For instance, recognizing the target speakers
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who are of interest, and monitoring parolees at a random time to verify
that they are in the restricted area.

– Forensic: it can be used to automatically compare the speech sample
recorded during the crime and the suspect’s voice. The comparison result
can be regarded as auxiliary evidence to prove the identity of the suspect
and confirm a judgment of guilt or innocence.

2.2 Fake Forms in Applications

Among these application scenarios, there are two major fake forms: spoofing
attack and disguise cheating. The former (spoofing attack) aims to imitate the
voice of an authorized speaker to get access to the intended system, while the
latter (disguise cheating) aims to make someone unrecognizable by altering
his/her voice. For each form, in terms of the production mode and evaluation
subject, it can be further categorized into different technical types. It should
be mentioned that we argue that spoofing attack and disguise cheating may
be produced from either human or machine in terms of the production mode,
and their corresponding countermeasures could be either by human auditory
or by automatic detectors in terms of the evaluation subject.

2.2.1 Spoofing Attack

The objective of spoofing attack in speaker recognition applications, e.g.,
access control and surveillance, is to counterfeit an authorized individual in an
identity authentication system to bypass and get access to the intended system.
Generally, the identity authentication system is constructed by an automatic
speaker verification technique which decides if an identity claim is true or false.
Furthermore, according to the production mode via either human or machine
and the evaluation subject by either the auditory perception of listeners or
automatic detector via algorithms, spoofing attacks in these applications can
be further categorized into three groups: (1) Impersonation; (2) Replay attack,
Speech synthesis and Voice conversion; (3) Adversarial attack.

Group 1: Impersonation. It is produced by humans and evaluated
by the auditory perception of listeners Impersonation (IMP) is de-
fined as a human-spontaneous production mode of producing the similar voice
pattern and speech behavior of the target speaker’s voice [28, 50, 64]. This
can be done either by professional mimics/imitators (by utilizing behavioral
characteristics) or by twins (by utilizing physiological characteristics). For
professional imitators, they intend to mimic the claimed speaker’s prosody,
accent, pronunciation, lexicon, and other high-level speaker traits. For twins,
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the pattern of speech signals, pitch contours, formant contours, and spectro-
grams for identical twin speakers are very similar. Recently, a BBC news
reported that one non-identical twin could successfully bypass the speaker
verification system and access the other twin’s bank account [107]. Hence, the
threats that impersonation posed to speaker verification systems must not be
underestimated. As impersonation does not require any technical background
or machines to imitate the target speaker, it is also denoted as a zero-effort
human attack.

Group 2: Replay attack, Speech synthesis and Voice conversion.
They are produced by machines and evaluated by either the auditory
perception of listeners or automatic detector via algorithms

– Replay Attack (RA) is performed by a recording and replay process. The
attacker firstly records the voice of the target speaker and then replays
the recorded speech to a speaker verification system to gain access. The
speech may be concatenated or clipped to obtain the desired utterance.
Replay is regarded as the most common type of spoofing attacks [2,
60]. On one hand, it is very easy to conduct by anyone using recording
and replay devices, such as a smartphone; compared to the other three
attacks as shown below, the replay attack requires no prior knowledge
of signal processing. On the other hand, with high-quality recording
and playback devices, the replayed speech is highly similar to the orig-
inal speech, leading to a serious practical risk to speaker verification
systems.

– Speech Synthesis (SS) attack is performed by the text-to-speech (TTS)
system that takes a prompted text as input and generates a speech of
the target speaker. SS is now able to generate high-quality voice due to
recent advances in unit selection [26, 31], statistic model [105, 106, 131]
and deep learning [73, 102]. Recently, deep learning-based techniques,
including multi-speaker TTS and one-shot personalized TTS based on
speaker embedding [37, 46, 76, 82, 115], are able to produce very natural
sounding speech both in timbre and prosody. Based on these techniques,
given an utterance or a speech segment from the target speaker, SS
systems can produce high-quality speech to spoof speaker verification
systems.

– Voice Conversion (VC) attack is performed by the voice conversion
system that converts the voice of an attacker into the voice of the target
speaker while preserving the linguistic content [7, 45, 125]. Modern voice
conversion methods [39–41, 68, 83, 95] are advanced from statistical
modeling to deep learning based on large-scale training with non-parallel
data. The basic idea is to learn a disentanglement model that can separate
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content and speaker information in speech signals, and then perform the
conversion by picking up content information from the source speaker
and speaker information from the target speaker. With the development
of VC techniques, it can achieve real-time voice conversion meanwhile
offer distinguished voice quality. This has become one of the most
easily accessible techniques to carry out spoofing attacks against speaker
verification systems.
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Group 3: Adversarial attack. It is produced by machines and
evaluated by automatic detectors via algorithms Adversarial Attack
(AA) is performed by involving adversarial perturbations to the voice of an
attacker; these adversarial perturbations are imperceptible to human auditory
perception, but can easily fool the DNN-based speaker recognition system and
misclassify the attacker into the target speaker. The basic idea of AA is to
destroy the posterior distribution of DNN-based models by only perturbing the
input samples by a very small amount [12, 129]. AA can be further categorized
into two scenarios: white-box attack with the prior knowledge of the model’s
internals and parameters, and black-box attack without any prior knowledge
of the model. Recent research [34, 47, 52, 56, 59] has shown that both the
white-box and black-box attacks show a great threat to the modern DNN-based
speaker recognition models.

2.2.2 Disguise Cheating

Speaker recognition in forensic [10, 86, 87] is a popular application. For
instance, if there is a speech sample recorded during the crime, then the
suspect’s voice can be compared. The result can prove the identity of the
criminal and discharge the innocent during a court case. However, the suspect
(cheater) could conceal his/her real identity by deliberate voice disguise [23,
81, 132]. Note that there is another non-deliberate voice disguise aspect,
which refers to the voice variation due to the speaker-related factors (such
as aging, illness, and emotional stress) or the speech distortion due to the
environment-related effects (such as transmission channel and background
noise). We argue that this non-deliberate voice disguise is more like a robust
challenge rather than fake cheating for speaker recognition. Therefore, we
do not consider this aspect and only focus on deliberate voice disguise. In
terms of the production mode and evaluation subject, the deliberate voice
disguise can be further classified into two categories: Artificial voice disguise
by humans and Digital voice disguise by machines.

Group 1: Artificial voice disguise. It is produced by humans and
evaluated by the auditory perception of listeners Artificial Voice
Disguise (AVD) refers to distorting the voice by changing the speaker’s vocal
track and pronunciation manner, such as raising the pitch and pinched nostrils.
This distortion can produce the variation of both the low-level acoustic char-
acteristics (such as fundamental frequency, formant and bandwidth) and the
high-level linguistic characteristics (such as accent, dialect and prosody), which
makes speaker recognition become more difficult and even impossible [66, 85].
Therefore, it is necessary to study the effect of AVD in speaker recognition.
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Group 2: Digital voice disguise. It is produced by humans and
evaluated by either the auditory perception of listeners or automatic
detector via algorithms Digital Voice Disguise (DVD) aims to automati-
cally alter or modify voices by algorithms in order to hide the real identity of
a speaker. It is often classified into two categories: Voice Transformation (VT)
and Voice Conversion (VC) [114]. VC, as mentioned in Section 2.2.1, intends
to transform a source speaker’s voice to sound like a target speaker’s voice.
Unlike VC, VT is defined as a technique of changing the voice without the
intention of any target speaker, for example, scaling the pitch by frequency
warping or temporal stretching. It is apparent that VC is to change one’s
voice in order “to be recognized as another person” while VT is to change
one’s voice in order “not to be recognized”. Since no target speaker is required,
VT is much easier to implement than VC in practice, leading to the fact that
VT has been incorporated in many prevailing audio editors and becomes a
non-negligible threat in forensic applications. Therefore, in this paper, we only
discuss VT in DVD.

2.3 Summary

Section 2.2 presents our taxonomy on two fake forms in speaker recognition
applications. For clear presentation, in this subsection, we immigrate these
fake actions into a typical speaker recognition system in terms of the possible
fake points, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Possible fake points and corresponding fake techniques in speaker recognition
systems (SID: speaker identification, ASV: automatic speaker verification). Human: attacker
in spoofing or cheater in disguise. IMP: Impersonation; RA: Replay Attack; SS: Speech
Synthesis; VC: Voice Conversion; AA: Adversarial Attack; AVD: Artificial Voice Disguise;
DVD: Digital Voice Disguise.

A typical speaker recognition system generally involves three components,
as shown in the block diagram:

– Feature extraction: extract features from speech signals.

– Speaker model: construct speaker models from extracted features.

– Decision: measure the similarity between the user’s voice and pre-enrolled
speaker models to accomplish automatic speaker verification or speaker
identification tasks.
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In real application, the system itself is considered to be indestructible in
most cases. Therefore, fake actions are usually carried out before injecting the
system. There are three possible fake points:

– Faker self: a faker impersonates the target speaker (IMP) or deliberately
disguises his/her voice (AVD).

– Transmission process: a faker pre-records a voice from a target speaker
and then replays it back (RA).

– Speech signal: a faker produces or modifies speech signal with the help
of automatic speech processing techniques (SS, VC, AA, and DVD).

It should be mentioned that in Figure 2, there is an assumption that the
fake processes of different fake techniques are completely independent. In other
words, it does not consider the possibility of combining different techniques to
spoof/disguise systems. For example, SS/VC/AA/DVD can also take place
at the transmission side when playing generated speech samples in front of a
microphone. To better illustrate the natural attributes of each fake technique,
here we prefer to omit this complex situation.

3 Countermeasures against Spoofing Attacks

Recently, spoofing countermeasures have attracted a lot of interest in both
research and industry communities. This is largely attributed to the effort of
ASVspoof challenges [44, 124, 127, 128]. ASVspoof collects and distributes stan-
dard datasets, evaluation protocols and metrics, and facilitates competitions
to explore effective spoofing countermeasures. Considering a large amount of
literature such as reviews and surveys covering this area, we therefore simply
present some highly-effective and widely-adopted methods. More technical
descriptions in this area are reported in [38, 62, 67, 100].

3.1 Countermeasures against Impersonation Attack

Due to the lack of a standardized public dataset for impersonation attacks, there
is barely any research conducted on detecting impersonation attacks in speaker
verification systems. More unfortunately, research has presented completely
opposite conclusions. [49, 50] showed that an impersonation attack has a chance
to attack the speaker verification system even by a non-professional imitator.
However, other research has shown the opposite [63]. As a whole, research on
countermeasures against impersonation attack is still limited. In a recent work
on detecting speech impersonation [72], genuine speech and imitated speech
was collected from two celebrity speakers, Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
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(MFCC) was used as the input feature, and a convolutional neural network was
used as the classifier. The results in terms of equal error rate on impersonation
detection was 35.85%, indicating that there is a need to develop a robust
spoofing countermeasures against impersonation.

3.2 Countermeasures against Replay Attack

Recent work on spoofing countermeasures against replay attack is mainly
focused on two directions: detection via signal distortion and detection via
additional factors. The former exploits the signal distortion caused by the
recording and replay process. The latter uses an additional source of informa-
tion to detect whether the input speech comes from a human or a machine,
also denoted as liveness detection.

3.2.1 Detection via Signal Distortion

1. Feature: Many features are elaborately designed to describe the dis-
tortion between genuine speech and replayed speech. The representa-
tive magnitude-based features include constant-Q cepstral coefficients
(CQCC) [103], Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) [71], inverted
Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients [53], linear frequency cepstral coef-
ficients [29], linear predictive cepstral coefficients [1, 116], perceptual
linear predictive analysis [1], power-normalized cepstral coefficients [42].
Other phase-based features include group delay function [9], modified
group delay function [16], relative phase [75], and so on.

2. Model: Regarding the modeling approach, the Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) is among the most popular ones. Recently, more and more
research focuses on the end-to-end learning by deep neural nets. For
instance, LCNN [51], ResNet [14], Res2Net [55], DenseNet [29], Sinc-
Net [130]. The essence of all these models is a two-class model to
discriminate the genuine speech and replayed speech. Except for these
two-class model, recent research advocated a one-class view for replay
detection, by which only genuine speech is modeled, and replay detection
is formulated as out-of-distribution detection [4, 15, 17, 110].

3.2.2 Detection via Liveness Detection

A group of work focus on detecting whether the input speech comes from a
human or a machine, the so-called liveness detection. To achieve this goal,
an additional sensor or device is involved, such as an airflow sensor [111] to
detect the airflow, throat microphone [92] to detect the throat vibration, mag-
netometer sensor [13] to detect the machine-produced spoofed speech, smart-
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phone audio system [133, 134] as a sonar to detect the user’s articulatory ges-
tures, or the dissimilarities between air-conducted voices and bone-conducted
vibrations.

3.3 Countermeasures against Speech Synthesis and Voice Conversion

Speech Synthesis (SS) and Voice Conversion (VC) were grouped as one subcate-
gory due to the two attacks were similar. They often require the use of an audio
processor called vocoder to produce artificial voice. As these attacks require
knowledge of signal processing, assistance from professionals may be needed.
Two systematic reviews on logical access detection are reported in [67, 109].

In the first stage, spoofing countermeasures against SS and VC attacks
mostly depend on the attribute of particular vocoders. The human auditory
system is known to be relatively insensitive to phase whereas these vocoders are
typically based on a minimum-phase vocal tract model. Such differences in the
phase spectra are used as a feature to detect the synthetic speech [20]. Similarly,
a cosine normalization phase spectrum (CosPhase) along with modified group
delay function was proposed to detect converted speech [122]. Apart from
phase-based features, lots of magnitude-based features and other distinct
features were also proposed [109].

In the second stage, with the advance of deep learning in SS and VC,
deep neural networks (DNNs) have significantly improved the speech quality
in an end-to-end way. To pay these attacks back in the same coin, research
welcomed various DNN architectures to detect these attacks [9, 30, 84, 98,
137]. Such DNN-based countermeasures are preferred for two main reasons.
Firstly, the data-driven DNNs can automatically learn both short-term and
long-term features from the raw speech signal. Secondly, DNNs with non-
linear transformations can capture fine-grained difference between genuine
speech and spoofed speech. More technical reviews in this area are reported
in [67]. Besides, recent studies explored that these DNN-based countermeasures
tend to overfit on the training data and fail to generalize. To improve their
generalizability, a series of data argumentation methods were employed, such
as signal compression [19, 78], linear and non-linear convolutive noise [99] and
additive noise [99].

3.4 Countermeasures against Adversarial Attack

In recent years, deep learning models have achieved state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on several benchmark datasets [8, 18, 69, 89, 90]. In spite of the great
success, these deep learning models are recently found to be vulnerable to
Adversarial Attack (AA). The attacker potentially discovers blind spots in the
model, and crafts adversarial samples that are composed of the normal speech
signals and inconspicuous adversarial perturbations. These adversarial samples
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are easy to attack the well-trained deep speaker models, such as d-vector [108]
and x-vector [96].

Lots of AA algorithms have been validated in deep speaker models, such as
the fast gradient sign method [80, 118, 119], basic iterative method [93, 118],
projected gradient descent [24, 35, 136] and so on.

To address concerns on AA, many spoofing countermeasures have emerged
recently. These countermeasures can be categorized into two themes. The first
theme aims to explore the difference between genuine speech and adversarial
sample and construct detection models. [117] adopted the neural vocoder to
re-synthesize speech and found that the difference between the decision scores
of the original and re-synthesized speech is a good indicator to discriminate
between genuine speech and adversarial sample. [61, 74] studied a random-
ized smoothing approach to certifying that no adversarial sample lies in a
correct prediction radius without additional retraining. Besides, [54, 80] di-
rectly construct a separate detection model to classify genuine and adversarial
speeches.

The second theme aims to improve the robustness of deep speaker models
against adversarial perturbations. Perhaps data augmentation is the most
popular approach by augmenting adversarial speech into model training [24,
34, 77]. Recently, [118, 119] proposed a self-supervised learning approach to
purify the adversarial perturbations whilst also maintaining the performance
of genuine speech.

3.5 Summary

The above subsections present the basic concepts of various spoofing attacks and
their corresponding countermeasures. This subsection will summarize different
spoofing attacks in terms of accessibility, effectiveness, and countermeasures,
as shown in Table 1. Adapted from [123], accessibility reflects the practicality
of the attack in real applications, and effectiveness reflects the risk of the
attack against speaker recognition systems.

– For impersonation, it largely depends on the skill of the imitators, which
measures the acoustic similarity between the attacker’s voice and the
target speaker’s. In practice, both accessibility and effectiveness are
relatively low.

– For replay attack, an attacker requires no specialized uttering knowledge,
and only conducts with a pair of recording and replay devices. Therefore,
its accessibility is very high. The replay attack is highly effective in both
text-independent and text-dependent applications, while less effective in
text-prompted applications.

– For speech synthesis and voice conversion, more and more advanced
tools are open to the public. By learning the usage of these tools,
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attackers can use them to generate high-quality speech. Compared with
the knowledge-free replay attack, the accessibility of SS and VC attacks
could be considered as mid to high and the effectiveness is high.

– For adversarial attack, it has a great threat to speaker recognition systems
(high accessibility), while it also requires lots of specialized knowledge
(low to high effectiveness).

Table 1: Summary on spoofing attacks and countermeasures.

Spoofing Accessibility Effectiveness
attacks (practicality) (risk) Countermeasures

Impersonation
(IMP)

Low Low – Acoustic feature
analysis

Replay attack
(RA)

High Low to high – Signal distortion
– Liveness detection

Speech synthesis
(SS)

Mid to high High – Vocoder attribute
– Deep learning

Voice conversion
(VC)

Adversarial
attack (AA)

Low to mid High – Adversarial detection
– Robust against

perturbation

4 Countermeasures against Disguise Cheating

With the increase of crimes conducted by voice disguise, a lot of research has
explored the impacts of disguised voices in forensic speaker recognition. In this
section, we will briefly review countermeasures against two deliberate voice
disguise forms: artificial voice disguise and digital voice disguise. The latest
systematic survey in this area is reported in [23].

4.1 Countermeasures against Artificial Voice Disguise

Artificial Voice Disguise (AVD) is an active behavior of humans to hide a
specific identity. In this case, changes in the vocal track are performed, so that
some voice characteristics such as fundamental frequency, accent, prosody, voice
quality and so on, are modified. It differs from impersonation in authentication.
Impersonation represents an attacker simulating ‘a specific target speaker’
while AVD represents a cheater to conceal ‘his/her real voice’.
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Research in [36, 101, 132] revealed the vulnerability of traditional speaker
recognition techniques against human disguise of voices. [135] reported that
human disguise can largely increase the equal error rate even under more
powerful deep speaker models. To address the threat of AVD in speaker
recognition, [25] analyzed and compared several acoustic features and found
that fundamental frequency is the most detrimental factor. Nevertheless,
research on spoofing countermeasures against AVD is still limited.

4.2 Countermeasures against Digital Voice Disguise

With high disguise quality and ease of implementation by abundant tools,
digital voice disguise (DVD) has been used in more and more criminal cases,
and has presented threats to forensic speaker recognition. As mentioned in
Section 2.2.2, DVD is generally divided into Voice Transformation (VT) and
Voice Conversion (VC). Compared to efforts on VC disguise as mentioned
in Section 3.3, VT disguise (VTD) has received less attention. Here we only
discuss spoofing countermeasures against VTD.

Perhaps the most popular VTD technique is pitch scaling [48] and vocal
tract length normalization (VTLN) [97]. Pitch scaling can raise or decrease
the pitch of voices by frequency shifting or temporal stretching in a lin-
ear way, VTLN can be regarded as a non-linear pitch scaling by frequency
warping.

Roughly, there are two directions against VTD. The first direction is to
defend against VTD by directly detecting whether a voice is disguised or
not. [58] adopted MFCC-based GMM models to identify disguised voices
by pitch scaling. [112, 120, 121] utilized MFCC and its derivations as input
features and construct support vector machines to classify normal speech and
pitch-scaling disguised voice. [113] presented a dense convolutional network to
detect pitch-scaling disguised voice from genuine speech.

The second direction is to integrate the VTD detection with speaker
recognition. Specifically, the disguised voice is firstly restored and then fed
into speaker recognition. This restoration of the disguised voice not only can
improve the accuracy of automatic speaker recognition, but also is necessary
for listening tests as interpretable evidence. [57] applied dynamic time warping
algorithm to restore pitch-scaling disguised voices by estimating the degree of
disguise, and tested on a vector quantization based speaker recognition system.
[114] utilized the ratio of fundamental frequencies to estimate the degree of
pitch-scaling disguise for voice restoration, and validated on a GMM-UBM
based speaker verification system. [138] presented a more systematic study on
both pitch scaling and VTLN based voice disguise and their corresponding
restoration, and tested on a more advanced x-vector speaker recognition model.
All these works proved the necessity and usefulness of the restoration of
disguised voices.
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4.3 Summary

Same with Section 3.5, this subsection presents a summary on disguise cheating
along with their accessibility, effectiveness and countermeasures, as shown in
Table 2.

– For artificial voice disguise, in contrast to impersonation in spoofing
attacks, it is a spontaneous behavior of the target speaker. Due to
the randomness of within-speaker variations, both accessibility and
effectiveness are high.

– For digital voice disguise, a cheater can utilize many prevailing audio
editors to alter or modify his/her voice. Similar to speech synthesis and
voice conversion in spoofing attacks, its accessibility is mid to high, and
the effectiveness is high.

Table 2: Summary on disguise cheating and countermeasures.

Disguise Accessibility Effectiveness
cheating (practicality) (risk) Countermeasure

Artificial voice
disguise (AVD)

High High – Acoustic feature
analysis

Digital voice
disguise (DVD)

Mid to high High – Disguise detection
– Restoration and

re-recognition

5 Discussion

In this section, we will discuss some topics that may be possible for future
research directions. Firstly, we suggest that the research community in this
area should not only stare at the technical view but combine it with practical
application. Therefore, the application-oriented fake actions and countermea-
sures in speaker recognition should be paid more attention to. Moreover, we
advocate that studies on countermeasures should meet three requirements:

– Explainability : In spite of the impressive success of deep neural networks
(DNNs) in fake detection, the understanding and explanation of the
internal function of these DNNs are still limited, leading to the ‘black-box’
to a large extent. In real applications, these models are unexplainable,
especially when they occur an error decision. Therefore, explainability is
a primary requirement on countermeasures.
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– Robustness: In practice, we would like countermeasures to be robust
against various kinds of variations, such as codec, transmission and
channel variability of speech signal, and also high-quality speech syn-
thesizers and voice converters. Therefore, it is worth studying how to
design features, classifiers or systems to be robust against variations.

– Generalizability : For a deployed detection system, it not only should
detect seen fake samples, but also can handle unseen fake samples. For
instance, unseen devices in recording & replay, emerging methods in
speech generation, black-box issues in adversarial attack. Incremental
learning or continuous learning seems very important. Besides, the one-
class approach is a potential direction, i.e., only models the distribution
of genuine speech, and rejects any speech with a low likelihood on
the genuine model. Essentially, it formulates fake detection as an out-
of-distribution detection problem, rather than a conventional binary
classification (genuine & fake) problem.

Besides that, there are two potential research directions:

– Liveness detection via secondary factor : The speech signal simulated by
a high-quality recording loudspeaker and playback device becomes indis-
tinguishable from the live human voice. In this case, liveness detection
via secondary factors may be a vital countermeasure. For instance, a
secondary information source (from physical sensors) or modality (such
as mouth-speech synchronization) can be utilized to detect fake speech.

– Partial fake detection: In practice, fakers can manipulate parts of the
evaluation trials or integrate with genuine and fake segments. This will
largely increase the detection difficulty. Therefore, a more fine-grained
detector should be investigated.

6 Conclusions

This paper presents an application-oriented taxonomy on spoofing, disguise
and countermeasures in speaker recognition. Firstly, three popular kinds of
applications are introduced: access control, surveillance and forensic. Secondly,
we categorize fake actions among different applications into two forms: spoofing
attack and disguise cheating. The two fake forms have opposite objects. Simply
put, the spoofing attack aims to get as close as possible to the target speaker
while the disguise cheating aims to keep as far away as possible from the
target speaker. Thirdly, according to the production mode and evaluation
subject, fake techniques in each form are further classified into different types.
Representative countermeasures against each kind of fake technique are then
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presented. Finally, we discuss the future research direction in this area. This
paper suggests that the research community in this area should pay more
attention to connecting research techniques with practical applications.
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